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[image: A realistic, high definition image of an advanced, state of the art 3.2-gigapixel camera, specifically designed and built for astronomical research and exploration. This extraordinary device is aiming to shed light on cosmic mysteries and deepen our understanding of the universe. The camera should have a complex, intricate design that conveys its technological sophistication and its exceptional purpose. It's blinking with LED indicators, multi-lens structure, sleek metal surface, indicative of robust and extreme durability, and a digital screen for technical readings stand out in the image.]  


   



Revolutionary 3.2-Gigapixel Camera to Illuminate Cosmic Mysteries
	by Iwona Majkowska
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Discovery
	on 4 April 2024



0

A monumental achievement in astronomical technology has been announced by the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory in the United States: the forging of the world’s largest digital camera, with a staggering 3,200 megapixel resolution. This groundbreaking camera is a cornerstone in the ultimate quest to produce the most detailed celestial atlas to date. The camera will… 
 Read more










[image: A realistic, high-definition image depicting the scene of a futuristic energy company named 'Innovative Alsym Energy'. The company has successfully secured a budget of $78 million for the development of a groundbreaking, non-flammable battery technology. The scene includes the exterior of a high-tech lab facility with branded signage, a celebratory banner announcing the funding milestone, and a mock-up of the revolutionary battery design on display.]  


   



Innovative Alsym Energy Secures $78 Million for Non-Flammable Battery Development
	by Iwona Majkowska
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Electric Vehicle, Phone
	on 4 April 2024



0

In a move set to revolutionize energy storage, Alsym Energy has successfully secured a substantial investment to bolster the creation of a unique rechargeable battery. This financial milestone of $78 million underscores significant investor confidence in Alsym’s pioneering technology that promises a safer, more sustainable future free from controversial materials like cobalt and lithium. The… 
 Read more










[image: Create a realistic, high-definition image depicting the preparation of a uniquely designed moon-hopping robot, intended for a future lunar mission. Show engineers—of Caucasian, Black, Hispanic, Middle Eastern, and South Asian descent, both men and women—working diligently on the robot. Their focused expressions, the complex machinery, and high-tech tools in their hands should emphasize the innovation and precision of the task. The background should include a labscape with various space mission paraphernalia, hinting at the grandeur of the upcoming exploratory venture.]  


   



Intuitive Machines Prepares Innovative Moon-Hopping Robot for Future Lunar Mission
	by Marcin Frąckiewicz
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, News
	on 4 April 2024



0

In an impressive stride towards autonomous space exploration, Intuitive Machines has been reported to roll out a novel hopping robot, the S.P. Hopper, as part of its forthcoming moon mission. Destined to roam the rugged terrain of the lunar South Pole, this 35-kilogram micro-robot stands out as the first of the mNova class, which is… 
 Read more










[image: A high-definition, realistic picture showcasing a Danish F-16 jet, marked with special emblems and unique livery to commemorate the 75th anniversary of a powerful international military alliance. The aircraft is captured mid-flight against a clear, blue sky, exuding a sense of power, speed, and precision in every detail.]  


   



NATO’s 75th Anniversary Marked by Danish F-16 with Emblematic Livery
	by Natalia Toczkowska
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Casio, Lockheed Martin F-35, Military
	on 4 April 2024



0

The 75th anniversary of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) has been commemorated in a unique fashion by the Royal Danish Air Force (RDAF). In a distinctive tribute, the RDAF adorned one of their F-16 fighter jets with the NATO emblem, diverging from their convention of only displaying the Danish flag, known as “Dannebrog.” This… 
 Read more










[image: Realistic high definition illustration of the concept 'Quantum Revolution: The New Frontier in Drug Development'. The scene should depict a futuristic laboratory where diverse scientists are working on quantum computers. There would be a Caucasian woman and a South Asian man focused on their work on a holographic representation of a molecular structure, signifying drug development. The lab is filled with quantum machines, screens displaying complex algorithms, and evidence of advanced technology at every corner. Use a cool color palette to emphasize the high-tech, modern environment.]  


   



Quantum Revolution: The New Frontier in Drug Development
	by Marcin Frąckiewicz
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Discovery, Healthcare
	on 4 April 2024



0

In a move set to redefine the pharmaceutical landscape, Classiq, a quantum computing software company, has formed a pioneering alliance with Quantum Intelligence Corp. (QIC). Together, they focus on deploying quantum technology to expedite and enhance drug discovery and safety analysis. By merging Classiq’s sophisticated quantum computing platform with QIC’s innovative drug development system, this… 
 Read more










[image: Generate a realistic, high-definition image of a Merlin helicopter, symbolizing a strong defense partnership. The helicopter is maintained meticulously, and its readiness and functionality ensure job security for many. The scene embodies the efficient collaboration and mutual benefits of this partnership.]  


   



Enhanced Safran-UK Defence Partnership Secures Merlin Helicopter Future and Jobs
	by Roman Perkowski
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Artificial intelligence, Military
	on 4 April 2024



0

Summary: The fresh six-year contract between Safran Helicopter Engines and the UK Ministry of Defence emphasizes continued support for the Merlin helicopter fleet’s RTM 322 engines, extending potentially to 2040. This deal not only underpins the fleet’s operational readiness but also strengthens the UK’s defense sector and job market. The United Kingdom’s Ministry of Defence… 
 Read more










[image: Generate a realistic, high-definition image depicting Quantum Leap, led by a group of scientists, showing logical qubits represented in a three-dimensional style. The setting is a modern laboratory filled with high-tech equipment, cables, and monitors displaying complex algorithms and light patterns representing quantum states. These quantum elements should personify the advanced technological advancements made by corporations in the quantum computing field.]  


   



Quantinuum and Microsoft Lead Quantum Leap with Logical Qubits
	by Natalia Toczkowska
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Artificial intelligence, Discovery, News
	on 4 April 2024



0

Summary: Quantinuum and Microsoft have achieved a quantum computing milestone by creating logical qubits with significantly reduced error rates. This development may accelerate the advent of practical quantum computing across various industries. Quantinuum, in partnership with Microsoft, has made a groundbreaking stride in quantum computing by advancing the creation of logical qubits with substantially decreased… 
 Read more










[image: An HD photograph of a corporate executive, who heads an auto manufacturing company, making a persuasive case for the use of lighter electric vehicle batteries. The setting is a boardroom with a large, polished meeting table, the executive is presenting a prototype of the proposed battery to a racially diverse group of executives. The incorporated details should depict a realistic professional environment.]  


   



Stellantis Chief Advocates for Lighter Electric Vehicle Batteries
	by Jerzy Lewandowski
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Electric Vehicle
	on 4 April 2024



0

In an innovative stride towards more efficient electric vehicles (EVs), Stellantis’ CEO, Carlos Tavares, has voiced a bold goal to reduce the battery weight of EVs by 50%. This ambition stems from the comparative analysis that an EV capable of a 250-mile range currently carries an additional 500kg of materials when compared to a standard… 
 Read more










[image: Create a high-definition, realistic image of a rulebook appearing to be in the sky above the scenic Faroe Islands. The book should seem as though it's laid by drone laws, shaping the aerial perspective of the beautiful islands below.]  


   



The Faroe Islands’ Rulebook in the Sky: How Drone Laws Sculpt the View from Above
	by Marcin Frąckiewicz
	in Artificial intelligence, Drones, Military, News
	on 4 April 2024



0

In the serenely wild landscapes of the Faroe Islands, the drone has become both an eye in the sky and a contentious visitor. This archipelago, cradled between the Norwegian Sea and the North Atlantic, provides a canvas of rugged beauty that has lured drone enthusiasts from around the world. But with these buzzing explorers come… 
 Read more










[image: Generate a realistic HD depiction of the concept: 'Revolutionizing marketing efficiency with AI'. Visualize it as a guidebook cover written by a seasoned professional, with elements indicating an unconventional approach to the subject.]  


   



Revolutionize Your Marketing Efficiency with AI: A Seasoned Pro’s Unconventional Guide
	by Mateusz Ługowik
	in Artificial intelligence, ChatGPT, News
	on 4 April 2024



0

Imagine a world where the mind-numbing task of churning out endless streams of marketing copy, posts, and emails is replaced by a partnership with an AI colleague. For one battle-hardened marketer with an 18-year tour of duty in the trenches of advertising warfare, embracing the power of linguistic wizardry offered by language-modeling AI like ChatGPT… 
 Read more
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